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At this time, he was still thinking about it, there was no good work there, and there were no details that
needed to be strengthened or missed.

…

time flies.

Three more hours passed.

“everything’s ready!”

“Confirm that it is correct!!!”
“action!!!”

Mr. X gave an order.

The real action of the Lab of the Gods is here…
At the headquarters of the Gods Laboratory, Doctor Dark presses the button.

The special container device hidden under hundreds of energy power stations in the War Eagle Nation
suddenly opened.

The Leviathans (giant creatures) that had been awakened a long time ago and returned to their peak
state in all aspects were all released.

According to the instructions, all converged to one destination-Daxia.

The scary thing is that the Leviathans actually dived into the deep sea.

In this way, even if there are terrifying energy fluctuations and electromagnetic abnormal frequencies,
they cannot be discovered in the first time.

Or it’s hard to find.

Even if it receives frequency fluctuations from the deep sea, it will be a long time later.

During this time, Leviathans are afraid that they have already come to Daxia.

At that time, it didn’t make any sense to find out.

The oceans that seem to be calm on the surface are actually undercurrents surging below.

Big Macs are advancing rapidly…

A terrible disaster is coming…

The closest to Daxia, the containers under the 17 energy power stations in several neighboring countries
such as Xingguo and Dongdao were also separated at the same time.

The giant Leviathan inside was released.

All are approaching Daxia quickly…

They are too close to Daxia.

The nearest energy power station to Daxia can be reached in thirteen minutes at the speed of the
Leviathans.

The sea in front of the Daxia coastline was calm, with no ripples.

Cruise ships stopped on the sea.

There is already no loud music in front of it.

